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MINUTES OF THE 9thGENERAL BODY MEETING OF VETERAN SAILORS’  
FORUM (VSF) NORTH ZONE HELD AT VARUNIKA AUDITORIUM, 

CHANAKYAPURI ON 26 NOV 17 
 
 

1. The 9th Annual General Body Meeting (AGM) of the VSF Delhi Charter was 
conducted from 1000 h to 1500 h on 26 Nov 17 in Varunika Auditorium, Chanakya 
Baugh, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi. The AGM was chaired by Cmde Vivek Karnavat, 
President, VSF Delhi Charter.  
 
2. Approximately 250 ESM and veernaris were present during the AGM. A folder 
containing brochures and important information on VSF, INBA, ECHS, etc., was 
distributed to all members on their arrival. 
 
3. Following officials were present in the GBM:- 
 

(a) Invitees. 
 

(i) Cmde Sanjay Nirmal - PDESAII 
(ii) Capt SS Mann  - Director, ECHS 
(iii) Capt Subroto Mukherji - JDESA (NF) 
(iv) Capt Sanjay Agarwal - JDESA( Policy) 
(v) Capt S C Katoch  - CRSO (North) 
(vi) Capt DS Rana  - MS INCCB  
(vii) Capt Rupesh Kumar - JDESA (NRS) 
(viii) Capt AK  Sharma  - Secretary, INBA 
(ix) Capt DS Hada  - Secretary, VSF 
(x) Cdr George Abraham -  JDESA (INPA) 
(xi) Lt Cdr Swanuj H  - DDESA (Coord) 
(xii) Lt Cdr Chitra Kumari - DDPA (Pension) 

 
(b) Representatives of VSF Charters. 

 
(i) Cdr Ashish Arya  - Secretary, VSF Dehradun Charter 
(ii) Cdr Vishal Salam - Secretary, VSF Jabalpur Charter  
(iii) Ravi Saini, POPTI  - Rep, VSF Dehradun Charter 
(iv) Anil Yadav, LEMR - Rep, VSF Jabalpur  Charter 
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(v) BD Sethi, Ex-Hon Lt  - VSF Coordinator, NOIDA 
(vi) Shivraj Singh, Ex-SCPO -  VSF Coordinator, Ghaziabad 
 

 
Item I – Opening Remarks by President 

 
4. At the outset, President welcomed veer naris and veteran sailors for the meeting 
on behalf of all personnel of the Indian Navy. He also thanked special invitees, officers 
from various directorates at Naval HQs and representatives of Regional Charters of 
VSF for having taken the time out to be present for the event.  
 
5. PDESA apprised the forum that the VSF membership had reached 15,700 which 
indicates faith and trust by retiring community in VSF organization. He stated that in 
order to ensure veteran sailors’ forum reaches its critical mass in quick time, a new VSF 
membership policy had recently been introduced. It had been decided that VSF 
membership fee for personnel retiring wef 01 Oct 17 onwards would be funded entirely 
by INBA.  
 

6. He stated that a streamlined method had been put in place to certify the skill-sets 
of naval personnel before their retirement from naval service to ensure that their formal 
training in Indian Navy was certified as per the norms of Government. Also, for veterans 
desirous of taking up a second career on board merchant ships, Samoa certification 
had been facilitated. Personnel would need to complete a few courses at NAMAC and 
then be eligible for seeking certification. Placement assistance for first employment was 
also being provided by the agent of Samoa flag ships.  
 

7. PDESA highlighted and informed the forum that the new website being 
developed by INPA was expected to be operational soon. The website was designed to 
encourage direct interaction between naval veterans and prospective employers. Also, 
the construction of Sahara Hostel for Widows at Vasant Kunj, Delhi was nearing 
completion. He informed the forum that 14 January would be annually celebrated as the 
‘Armed Forces Veterans Day.’ The next edition of AF Veterans Day would be held at 
Manekshaw Centre on 14 Jan 18 and urged all members to participate in the event in 
large number.  
 

8. PDESA emphasised the commitment of Navy and VSF towards the welfare of 
ex-servicemen and veernaris. He stated that DESA always endeavoured to provide 
updates through website and quarterly e Newsletter as and when new developments/ 
policy changes took place. DESA always strived to extend a helping hand to the 
veterans and took up their grievances with concerned agencies. DESA had been 
receiving requests and grievances through emails, letters, telephone etc, however, it 
had been seen that members failed to provide contact details and telephone/ email 
identities. In order to avoid inordinate delays due to unnecessary correspondence, he  
urged members to write telephone numbers/ contact address/ email ids on their 
correspondence.  
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9. PDESA then brought out that VSF had a declared and established objective of 
supporting the cause of naval veterans and veernaris. He finally requested the 
members to actively participate and provide their much needed inputs during the 
deliberations on the scheduled agenda points. 
 
 
Item II – Confirmation of Minutes of 8th AGM 
 
10. The Secretary, VSF proposed confirmation of the last minutes of the 8th GBM 
held at Delhi on 31 Jul 17. The minutes were approved by the President VSF.  
 
Item III – Secretary's Report 
 
11. The Secretary apprised the AGM of the various aspects of VSF Delhi Charter for 
the period of 01 Aug 16 to 26 Nov 17through a presentation covering the following 
aspects:- 
 

(a) Introduction of VSF, Aims and Objectives of the Forum. 
 
(b) Details of Charters and membership strength. 

 
(c) Activities and initiatives undertaken by VSF Delhi Charter. 

 
(d) Activities and initiatives undertaken by VSF Dehradun and Jabalpur 
Charters. 
 

 
Item IV – Presentation on Key Issues 
 
12. Following presentations were made for the benefit of the members:- 
 

(e) Progress made in ECHS   - Director, ECHS.  
 
(f) INBA Welfare Schemes  - Secy, INBA 
 
(g) Pension issues   - Deputy Dir (Pension),DPA 

 
(h) Bank Disbursal issues  -         Mr Shayam Singh Tomar GM,SBI 

 
 
Item V –Review of Old Agenda Points 

 

13. Action taken and present status of the old agenda points are placed at Appendix 
‘A’.  
 
Item VI - Discussion on Agenda Points 

 
14. The AGM considered various agenda points received from members. Details of 
discussions and decisions on respective agenda points are placed at Appendix 'B'. 
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Item VII – Vote of Thanks 
  
15. The AGM ended with a vote of thanks by Secretary, VSF Delhi Charter. There 
being no further points, the meeting was adjourned with the permission of the Chair and 
all the members were requested to proceed for lunch.  
 
16. These minutes have the approval of President, VSF Delhi Charter. 
 
 
              -SD- 
         (Digvijay Singh Hada) 
         Captain 
         JDESA (VSF) and Secretary  
         VSF Delhi Charter 
 
Distribution: - Normal. 
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          Appendix 'A' 
           (Para 13 refers) 

 
UPDATE ON ACTIONABLE AGENDA POINTS OF THE 8TH AGM 

 

1. Item VI - Reservations for ESM for Defence Contracts in Cantonment Area 
(VSF Jabalpur Charter). Jabalpur Cantonment Board does not accord priority to ESMs 
for awarding of Defence Contracts such as arboriculture, conservancy services, security 
services, general provision stores etc., within Cantonment areas. However, such 
provisions exist in naval areas at Colaba, Visakhapatnam, Katari Bagh, etc.  

(a) Previous Decision. VSF Jabalpur to take up case with Jabalpur 
Cantonment Board and intimate response. 

(b) Status. Cantonment Board, Jabalpur vide its letter dated 23 Sep 17 has 
intimated that there is no policy/ guidelines for  providing any reservations or 
accord priority to ESM in defence contracts awarded by office for their  
conservancy services, security services or general supplies. Even MES has 
never provided any specific guidelines to their office in this regard.  

(c) Decision. The Jabalpur Cantonment Board does not have a policy of 
reservation thereby relying on competitive bidding. The Chairman therefore 
directed to close the point.   

 
2. Item V- Ex-Servicemen Job Opportunity (VSF Dehradun). MCPO/CPOs 
retiring from service, have limited venues for absorption in govt. jobs with their profile 
and no reservation is available in equivalent grade of Group "B" non-gazetted 
employees. It is requested that issue may be looked into considering the equivalence of 
absorption in the civil organizations.  

(a) Previous Decision. VSF Delhi to update the forum on outcome of DGR 

proposal. Point to be retained. 

(b) Status. A case was taken up with the Govt regarding grant of 10% 

reservation in Group ‘B’ Posts and increase in reservation to 20% in Group ‘C’ 

posts for ESM through PPOC. The case is under consideration and decision in 

the case is awaited. Once approved, it would be informed to all through DESA 

website.  

(c) Decision. Since this point is being monitored under AGM of VSF Charter, 

the Chairman directed to close the point from VSF North Zone and continue to 

monitor the issue.Once approved, it would be informed to all through DESA 

website.  

3. Item XV- Requirement of Medical Specialist in ECHS Panipat (Z Singh, Ex-
CPO, No. 054692-A). There is no Medical Specialist at ECHS Panipat. 

(a) Previous Decision. ECHS (N) to take up the point with Central 

Organisation, ECHS and update the forum. Point to be retained. 
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(b) Status. During the meeting it was intimated that the Medical Specialist 

had been appointed at ECHS Panipat. 

(c) Decision. Since action had been completed, the Chairman directed to 
close the point.     

            
4. Item XVI - Conversion of C-Group Pension to Y-Group Pension (PNKS 
Nainital). In a number of cases, previous C-Group pensioners have been placed in Z-
Group in place of Y-group. In some case, pension of many C-group pensioners are not 
revised at all. This affects those residing in remote locations. 

(a) Previous Decision. VSF Delhi to update the forum on the status of case 

taken up with MoD. Point to be retained. 

(b) Status. DPA (Pension) has intimated that the case is still pending with 

MoD/D(Pen/Pol).  

(c) Decision. Since action is still not completed, the Chairman directed to 
retain the point.   

 
           Action- DPA 
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          Appendix B 
 (Refers Para14) 

 
 

MINUTES OF DISCUSSIONS ON NEW AGENDA POINTS 
 
 

Item I– ECHS Facilities for Emergency Cases (Poorav Nau Sainik Kalyan Samiti 

Haldwani, Nainital)  

 

1. Issue.  A large number of Veterans are paying from their pocket to private 

hospitals for their medical bill due to emergency treatment such as accident, cardiac 

arrest etc. 

 

2. Discussions. Rep ECHS informed that conditions such as acute cardiac 

conditions, vascular accidents, life threatening emergencies etc are considered as the 

emergency cases. The procedure for treatment at hospitals in such emergencies is as 

follows:- 

 
 (a)  In emergencies and life threatening conditions, when patients may not be 

able to follow the normal referral procedure, they may be admitted to the nearest 

hospital having MoA with the ECHS. Payment of bills will be made by the ECHS 

to the Hospital and member is not required to pay.  

 (b)  In case of admission to a non-empaneled hospital, the ECHS beneficiary 

or his/her representative should inform nearest Polyclinic /Parent 

Polyclinic/nearest ECHS Regional Centre/ Central organization within two 

working days of such admission. OiC of nearest Polyclinic will make 

arrangements for verification of facts and issue Emergency Information Report 

(EIR). The responsibility for clearing bills in such cases will rest with ECHS 

member and bills may be submitted to the parent Polyclinic for reimbursement. 

 

 (c) ESM were advised to take treatment from empaneled hospitals, however, 

in case of emergency, when empaneled hospitals is not available, they may use 

non-empaneled hospital. Once the condition of the patient is stabilized, it is 

advisable to shift to empaneled hospital so that further bills of the non-

empaneled hospitals are avoided.       

 

3. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep ECHS, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  
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Item II– Nine Month Compulsory Service (Poorav Nau Sainik Kalyan Samiti 

Haldwani, Nainital)  

 

4. Issue.  A compulsory service of nine month for the pension in the rank may be 

removed as it is nowhere in civil or other wing of Defence. This bars many veterans to 

get pension benefit. 

 

5. Discussions. DPA(Pension) clarified that ten months of service was required for 

grant of service pension for the rank last held for those pensioners who retired post 01 

Jul 79 and pre 2006. However, since 2006 onwards this criteria has been removed.  

 

6. Decision. Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep DPA, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

           
Item III–Withdrawal of Money from PNB CABS Branch (Poorav Nau Sainik Kalyan 

Samiti Haldwani, Nainital)  

 

7. Issue.  A guideline may be issued on withdrawal of more than Rs 4 Crores which 

is lying in CABS PNB Branch in the veterans’ dormant account. 

 

8. Discussions. Rep DPA brought out that the money in the CABS PNB branch is 

deposited in the name of the individuals and only they are authorized to withdraw 

money from the accounts. NAVPEN has intimated to all the account holders to do the 

needful. 

 
9. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep DPA, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item IV– Issue of Dependent Card to Dependents of Veterans to Avail Discount 

Offered by Pvt Airlines to Retired Armed Forces Personnel (NAI Jabalpurl)  

 

10. Issue.  Based on the availability of seats, private airlines are offering discount of 

upto 50% in the base fare. However, dependents are not issued with I–Cards by 

competent authority. Issue be taken up for issue of dependent cards to family members 

of retired sailors which would help them in availing benefits. 

 

11. Discussions. Secretary, VSF brought out that the KSB has recently issued 

policy in this regard in July 2017. ZSBs/RSBs are authorized to issue dependent I- 

cards to the dependents of ESM. With this I-card, the dependents can avail 50% 

concession from airlines.  

 

12. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary, VSF, the 

Chairman directed to close the point.  
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Item V – VSF Magazine/ Compendium of Policy Letters (VSF Karnataka)  

 

13. Issue.  Presently no VSF Magazine/ Compendium of policy letters are being 

published for distribution. The same should be done on annual basis.  

 

14. Discussions. Secretary, VSF brought out that e-newsletter is published 

quarterly by VSF. This contains all the relevant information/ orders/ circulars which have 

been promulgated by various agencies during the quarter. This is uploaded on DESA 

website and is available to all for information. The Chairman stated that the aim is to 

disseminate information and in these times, personnel do have smart phones therefore 

there is no need to make hardcopies. Further, the Chairman added that, printing would 

lead to avoidable wastage of paper which was not good for the environment.   

 

15. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary, VSF the 

Chairman directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item VI– Calendar 2018(Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

16. Issue.  It is well known that preparation of these calendars is likely to start shortly 

and by end 2017 and will be distributed to all concern. It is desired that in the 

forthcoming GBM, one calendar of 2018 may be given to each veteran attending 

meeting. 

 

17. Discussions. Secretary, VSF brought out that the calendars are being made. 

VSF will make effort to distribute calendars to the members during Armed Forces 

Veterans Day scheduled on 14 Jan 18 or personnel visiting VSF may collect the same.  

 

18. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary, VSF the 

Chairman directed to close the point.  

        
Item VII– Veteran Family Function (Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

19. Issue.  Veteran’s families should also be given opportunity to re-collect their 

memories when they were there in naval family quarters and enjoyed the Naval 

atmosphere. Suitable function with the families of the veterans be organized at Delhi.    

 

20. Discussions. Secretary, VSF brought out that to conduct such event, number of 

personnel interested to attend for logistics requirement needs to be ascertained. For 

this, the VSF secretary requested all present to intimate VSF office by 31 Dec 17 so as 

to plan further. If the response is found to be encouraging, the event could be planned. 
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21. Decision. Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary, VSF, the 

Chairman directed to retain the point.  

 

          Action:  VSF Delhi  
 

Item VIII–CSD Card(Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

22. Issue.  When a veernari approaches to make CSD Card (Grocery) on her name, 

she is asked for payment of Grocery and Liquor Cards. If veernari wishes only the 

Grocery card and not the liquor cards, she is asked to make the payment of both the 

cards.     

 

23. Discussions. MS INCCB stated the following:- 

 

(a)  Combined liquor and grocery Canteen Smart Cards was being issued 

earlier to the ESM. The IHQ MoD (Army)/QMG’s Branch/DDGCS vide letter 

95350/Q/DDGCS dated 10 Mar 17 has promulgated revised guidelines stating 

that separate liquor and grocery Canteen  Smart Cards henceforth will be issued 

to the ESM. 

 

 (b)  Combined liquor and grocery card issued to ESM will remain valid till 31 
Mar 18 and separate liquor and grocery cards will be applicable with effect from 
01 Apr 18. 

 (c)  If an ESM applies for both liquor and grocery cards, the ESM is required 
to pay for both the cards. However, if the ESM applies only for one type of card, 
the payment is to be made for single card only. 

24. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep INCCB, the 

Chairman directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item IX– Local Purchase of Medicines at Ghaziabad (Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO 

WTR)  

 

25. Issue.  For local purchase of medicines, lot of time is wasted and the patient is 

not able to continue prescribed medicines. Moreover, there are many medicines which 

are of normal nature but the staff says not available, whereas these medicines are 

readily available outside the boundary wall of the base. 

 

26. Discussions. Rep ECHS stated that policy has been issued for purchase of 

medicines locally by SEMOs instead of AFMSD. 

 
27. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep ECHS, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  
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Item X–ECHS Smart Card (Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

28. Issue.ECHS smart cards are not getting printed since a prolonged time. Front 

face of many card holders has been mutilated and the security staff at outer gate some 

time refuses to allow entry. 

 

29. Discussions. Rep ECHS stated that the registration for new cards would be 

activated soon. 

 
30. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep ECHS, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item XI– Referral at Ghaziabad (Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

31. Issue. The referral letters should be issued for check-up, investigation and if 

required for admission. The patient runs every time for small doubts and authorization. 

After discharge of patient from empaneled hospital, the medicines should be supplied 

by the hospital then and there, and the cost can be included in the Bill.      

 

32. Discussions. Rep ECHS stated that the policy letter exists and ECHS has 

implemented it. 

 
33. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep ECHS, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item XII–Disability Pension on the Authority of PCDA (Pension) Allahabad (Shiv 

Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

34. Issue.With regard to Circular no 582 dated 05 Sep 17, the following be clarified:- 

 

 (a)   Whether the arrears will be paid in one lump sum or in installment basis.  

 

 (b)  Delay should not take place for making the pension/payment and its 

arrears to the pensioner. It is understood that the amount of disability pension 

has been divided in three scales, such as:- 

(i) Disability less or up to 50% is to be paid- 50% 
 

(ii) Disability form 51% to 75% is to be paid -75% 
 

(iii) Disability from 76% to 100% is to be paid -100%.      
 

35. Discussions. DPA(Pension) stated that IHQ MoD (N)/DPA vide letter no 

PN/8111/17 dated 12 Oct 17 has requested PCDA (N), Mumbai for issue of 
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Corrigendum PPOs in respect of disability pension cases. The arrears of disability 

pension will be paid in one lump sum based on the Corr PPOs issued by PCDA (N), 

Mumbai.   

 

36. Decision. Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep DPA, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item XIII– Rate of Family pension  (Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

37. Issue.What would be the family pension and what are the factors and how 30% 

or 50% pension is calculated post demise of the ESM be made known to all. 

 

38. Discussions.  Rep DPA stated that the rate of Family Pension entitled to the 

spouse on demise of a pensioner is endorsed in the PPO issued by PCDA(N), Mumbai. 

Further, as per Gol letter no.17 (4)/2008(2)/D(Pen/Pol) dated 12 Nov 08, the enhanced 

rate of Ordinary Family Pension (i.e 50%) shall be payable for 07 years from the date of 

death or till attaining the age 67 years whichever is earlier. The normal rate of ordinary 

Family Pension (i.e 30%) will be paid thereafter.        

 

39. Decision. Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep DPA, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

  
  
Item XIV–DESA Newsletter(Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

40. Issue.This booklet carries very good news and policy letters. Not all ESM have 

facility of internet. Please supply copy. 

 

41. Discussions.  Secretary, VSF stated that DESA publishes e newsletter so as to 

reduce use of paper. However, whoever wants copy can approach VSF.  

 

42. Decision. Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary, VSF, the 

Chairman directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item XV–MoA (Shiv Raj Singh, Ex- CPO WTR)  

 

43. Issue.Whether MoA is ready post amendment. Also, request to distribute 

amended booklet to all Command Chartres and Associate Charters. 

 

44. Discussions. Secretary, VSF stated that amended MoA had been approved and 

uploaded on DESA Site.  
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45. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary, VSF, the 

Chairman directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item XVI–IssueInformation Required for LPC-Cum-Data Sheet (Nar singh Das, Ex- 

Hon SLt, no. 091237 H)  

 

46. Issue.Information required for LPC-Cum-Data sheet as per Cir no 585 so far not 

been asked by Naval Pension Office, where as Air Force Records Office had already 

asked these information from Air Veterans on 23 Oct 17. 

 

47. Discussions. Rep DPA stated that efforts are in hand at NAVPEN to obtain 

requisite information from the veterans through various means.  

 
48. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep DPA, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

 

          Action:  VSF Delhi  
 
Item XVII–DSP/ Rakshak Account (Nar singh Das, Ex- Hon SLt, no. 091237 H)  

 

49. Issue.DSP/Rakshak Account can be operated by Defense pensioners also but 

some banks are hesitating to convert DSP/Rakshak Account. As per their statement it is 

only for serving personnel. 

 

50. Discussions. Rep DPA stated that Navy have MoU with State Bank of India, 

Punjab National Bank and Corporation Bank. All facilities as admissible to serving 

personnel are being extended to ESM by these banks. 

 

51. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep DPA, the Chairman 

directed to close the point.  

 

           
Item XVIII–ECHS Polyclinic Panipat (Haryana)(Zila Singh, Ex-CPO no 054692A 
Surender Kumar, Ex-POMA, no 160523 Y)  

 

52. Issue. Panipat is a type-C polyclinic. There is no Central Govt/ Defense/ State 

Govt. building for ECHS Polyclinic at Panipat (Haryana). A piece of land measuring 911 

sq. yards was allotted in 2011 in Huda Sector-3 near Hotel Narula. Estimate of over 02 

Crores was framed and forwarded to the higher authorities in 2015 but there seems to 

be no progress. Following be taken up:- 

 

(a)  It is requested that estimate cost of this building may please be approved 
before Mar 2018, so that work for the ECHS building can be started. 
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(b) Lack of Facilities. There are more than 11,699 ESM/ dependents card 
holders attached to this Polyclinic. This polyclinic is Type-C. Due to heavy rush 
and lack of facilities in this Polyclinic, it may be upgraded to Type-B Polyclinic. 

 
(c) Vacant Post of Medical Specialists. There is no Medical Specialist in 
this Polyclinic. Post of Medical Specialist is vacant since 2009. Same way out of 
two Medical Officers authorized only one Medical Officer is there since 05 
Months. Dental Officer is there but there but there is no Dental Chair in the 
Polyclinic. 

 

(d) Outsourcing of Pharmacy. When is outsourcing of pharmacy system 
going to start for Polyclinic.  

 

(e) Serving age Ex-Servicemen Contractual Staff for polyclinic should be 
increased as under:- 

 

(i) JCOs from 55 years to 60 years. 

 

(ii) ORs from 55 years to 60 years.  

 

53. Discussions.  Rep ECHS stated the following:- 

 

(a) Work for the ECHS Building. This would be taken up with the Central 

Organization ECHS for allotment of funds. 

 

(b) Upgrade to Type-B Polyclinic. Minimum membership required is more 
than 10,000 members. Details need to be worked out with ZSB and then SoC will 
be required to be forwarded by Stn HQ to Central Organization ECHS for up 
gradation.   

 
(f) Vacant Post of Medical Specialists. Medical Specialist has been 
appointed.  

 

(g) Outsourcing of Pharmacy. Action completed 
 

(h) Serving age of Ex-Servicemen Contractual Staff. Action completed.  
 

54. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Rep ECHS, the Chairman 

directed ECHS and VSF Delhi to progress the issues at Para 53(a) and (b). 

 

         Action: ECHS and VSF Delhi  
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Item XIX– ZSB Panipat (Haryana) (Nar singh Das, Ex- Hon SLt, no. 091237 H)  

55. Issues.  Following are to be taken up :- 

 
(a) Secretary ZSB at Panipat. There is no Secretary ZSB at Panipat 
(Haryana) since many years. For proper functioning of ZSB full time Secretary 
should be appointed. As of now Secretary, ZSB- Sonipat (Haryana) is looking 
after. 
 
(b) Issue of Dependents I- Cards. Issue of Dependents I-Cards not yet 
started at ZSB Panipat (Haryana). 

 

56. Discussions. Secretary VSF stated that KSB has informed that KSB Sectt has 

apprised to the State Govt from time to time to fill vacant posts of Zila Sainik Welfare 

Officer in Haryana. Accordingly, Sate Govt of Haryana has taken action for filling 7 

vacant posts vide their letter in 16 Oct 17. Further, KSB has intimated that there is delay 

in issuing of dependent Identity Cards of ESM as the demand of blank cards required 

by various RSB/ZSBs has not reached in KSB Sectt and same is being expedited.  

 

57. Decision.  Taking note of the clarifications put forth by Secretary VSF, the 

Chairman directed to retain the point.  

 

          Action:  VSF Delhi  
 
58. There being no other points, the meeting was adjourned.  

 
59. These minutes are issued with approval of President, VSF Delhi Command 

Charter. 

 
 
 
               -SD- 
 
         (Digvijay Singh Hada) 
         Captain 
         Secretary VSF Delhi 
          Jan 18 


